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OVER

The PUSH&GO function enables OVER to recognise
when the door is pushed by hand and therefore
allow door opening.

Automation for interior side-hung doors
of maximum weight: 80 kg (max. wing width 1200 mm)

continuous use.

The LOW POWER mode enables the operator to
function at slower speed.
This is a very useful function when the door is
used by disabled people.
Maximum safety conditions are ensured by the
numerous functions of OVER.
The OBSTACLE DETECTION function, available
thanks to the encoder, stops the door and/or
reverses the movement direction when an obsta-
cle is detected.

In the event of mains power failure, the
EMERGENCY FUNCTIONING MODE enables the
automation to OPEN or STOP the door in accor-
dance with the settings made by the user.

The automation is flexible and self-sufficient
in that can operate also without a selector thanks
to specific base settings which can be modified
using the dip switches on the control board.
Furthermore the optional KIBO/KIBOPRO digital
selector/programmer or a PC can be used to set
all parameters required for specific applications.

The OVER operator reduction gear includes a
patented mechanical clutch enabling the operator
to open the door without any damage to mecha-
nical components if the door is subject to violent
impact.

* Automatic Traction restriction in the presence of obstacles.

POWER SUPPLY 230 Vca (+/- 10%) - 50/60 Hz

MOTOR POWER SUPPLY 24 Vdc

ACCESSORY POWER SUPPLY 12 Vdc - 2,5 W max.

MOTOR POWER 60 W

MAX. WING WEIGHT 80 kg with L= 700 ÷ 1200 mm

MAX. WING WIDTH L=1200 mm with 80 kg

MAX. WING HEIGHT 2400 mm

OPERATING FREQUENCY Continuos

AUTOMATION WEIGHT 6,7 kg

MAX. OPENING ANGLE 100°

OBSTACLE DETECTION YES*

EMERGENCY BATTERY 12 V - 1,3 Ah

OPERATING TEMPERATURE         Inside box from 0°C to +50°C

TECHNICAL DATA
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SLIDING ARM

Select the operation logics of
the door and reset the system.

Set many types of parameters.

Set a password to protect the
system.

Setup of 4 daily events.

Diagnostic and service fun-
ctions.

DRIVE SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL SIDE-HUNG DOORS                                                                 CODE
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Articulated arm: (Silver color) 42602/050

If necessary to open a side-hung door from the opposite side to the automation

Sliding arm: (Silver color) 42602/051

If necessary to open a side-hung door from the same side as the automation

OBLIGATORY CONTROL ACCESSORIES CODE

OVER (gray cover), fitted with dedicated input for safety devices, 42602/001

back-up battery fitted as standard

OVER ( black cover), fitted with dedicated input for safety devices, 42602/002

back-up battery fitted as standard

Adapter plate OVER (optional) 42602/055

RI8 - Active infrared detector 42602/056

RADAR 

DM2 - Microwave radar 42282/061

DM22 - Microwave radar (parameters should be adjusted manually without control) 42282/057

RI3 - Passive infrared radar 42282/062

Installation accessories for wall fixing for radar RI3 42282/059

Kibo basic selector 42602/052

Kibo professional selector 42602/053

ACCESSORIES DESCRIPTION CODE

OVER

ARTICULATED ARM

Select the operation logics of the door and reset the system.

KIBO KIBO PRO

Use the ARTICULATED ARM 

for doors that open outwards from the automation side.

Use the SLIDING ARM 

for doors that open inwards from the automation side.
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OVER PLUS

POWER SUPPLY 230 Vca (+/- 10%) - 50/60 Hz

MOTOR POWER SUPPLY 24 Vdc

ACCESSORY POWER SUPPLY 12 Vdc - 6 W max.

MOTOR POWER 60 W

MAX. WING WEIGHT 200 kg with L= 700 ÷ 1200 mm

MAX. WING WIDTH L=1200 mm with 200 kg

MAX. WING HEIGHT 2400 mm

OPERATING FREQUENCY Continuos

AUTOMATION WEIGHT 8,6 kg

MAX. OPENING ANGLE 100°

OBSTACLE DETECTION YES*

EMERGENCY BATTERY 24 V - 0,8 Ah

OPERATING TEMPERATURE         Inside box from 0°C to +50°C

TECHNICAL DATA

Automation for interior side-hung doors
of maximum weight: 200 kg (max. wing width 1200 mm).

Continuous use.

* Automatic Traction restriction in the presence of obstacles.

The PUSH&GO function enables OVER PLUS to
recognise when the door is pushed by hand and
therefore allow door opening.

The LOW POWER PLUS mode enables the opera-
tor to function at slower speed.
This is a very useful function when the door
is used by disabled people.
Maximum safety conditions are ensured by the
numerous functions of OVER PLUS.
The OBSTACLE DETECTION function, available
thanks to the encoder, stops the door and/or
reverses the movement direction when an obsta-
cle is detected.

In the event of mains power failure, the
EMERGENCY FUNCTIONING MODE enables the
automation to OPEN or STOP the door in accor-
dance with the settings made by the user.

The automation is flexible and self-sufficient in
that can operate also without a selector thanks to
specific base settings which can be modified
using the dip switches on the control board.
Furthermore the optional KIBO/KIBOPRO digital
selector/programmer or a PC can be used to set
all parameters required for specific applications.

The OVER PLUS operator reduction gear includes
a patented mechanical clutch enabling the opera-
tor to open the door without any damage to
mechanical components if the door is subject to
violent impact.
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Stopper for articulated arm 42603/052

RI8 - Active infrared detector 42602/056

RADAR 

DM2 - Microwave radar 42282/061

DM22 - Microwave radar (parameters should be adjusted manually without control 42282/057

RI3 - Passive infrared radar 42282/062

Installation accessories for wall fixing for radar RI3 42282/059

Kibo basic selector 42602/052

Kibo professional selector 42602/053

ACCESSORIES DESCRIPTION CODE

Select the operation logics of
the door and reset the system.

Set many types of parameters.

Set a password to protect the
system.

Setup of 4 daily events.

Diagnostic and service fun-
ctions.
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Articulated arm: (Silver color) 42603/050

If necessary to open a side-hung door from the opposite side to the automation

Sliding arm: (Silver color) 42603/051

If necessary to open a side-hung door from the same side as the automation

OBLIGATORY CONTROL ACCESSORIES CODE

OVER PLUS, fitted with dedicated input for safety devices, 42603/001

back-up battery fitted as standard

OVER PLUS

ARTICULATED ARM SLIDING ARM

Use the ARTICULATED ARM 

for doors that open outwards from the automation side.

Select the operation logics of the door and reset the system.

Use the SLIDING ARM 

for doors that open inwards from the automation side.

KIBO KIBO PRO


